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The Notting Hill Neighborhood House acknowledges

the Kulin Nation as the Traditional Custodians of the

land on which we work , gather , learn and play . 

We pay our respects to First Nation Elders and

community members - past , present , and future .

Sovereignty was never ceded .

 

Always was, and always will be, Aboriginal land.
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ABOUT US

Notting Hill - 3168 is a unique suburb with a rich history of

neighbours coming together to form a tight-knit community .

This was first highlighted by the formation of the Notting Hill

Community Association (NHCA) in 2002 . In the beginning , it was

an advocacy group “for Notting Hill residents to discuss , act and

be advised of social , political , economic and ecological events

and changes that affect the wellbeing and quality of life in the

area ."

The residents however felt the need for a space where the

community could gather , driving the formation of Notting Hill

Neighbourhood House (NHNH). The centre was officially opened

in 2007 after the closing of the Kindergarten and Long Day Care

Centre in 2005 .

Nestled between Glen Waverley and Clayton , near Monash

University NHNH is a vibrant space for its neighbours . 
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According to the 2016 census ,

the population of Notting Hill

is now over 3 ,050 . The most

common ancestries include

Chinese , English , Australian ,

Indian , Sri Lankan , Iranian

among others , making our

neighbourhood very diverse .

Over the past few years , we

have aimed to ensure that

this diversity is reflected in

our staff , volunteers and

events that we celebrate at

NHNH .



OUR VALUES

We bring people together providing a safe
environment to connect and learn. 

Our aim is to enhance the wellbeing of our

community through a wide range of programs

and social inclusion with our priority being a

commitment to diversity and inclusion .

We provide an open and safe place of
diversity and inclusion where lifelong
learning and connection are fostered.

This includes affordable educational ,

recreational , and wellbeing programs including

social enterprise , which reflect our community

needs . Our mission is to make these

opportunities available to everyone in our

community without exception .

VISION

MISSION
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Historically Neighbourhood Houses were a social network established to
encourage stronger community cohesion, In the next few years we would like

to expand on our existing themes as well as work on new ones

 Overall these will contribute to our mission to make lifelong learning
opportunities available to everyone in our community without exception.

Then:Theme

Community 
Engagement

Support
Small Businesses

& Social
Enterprises 

Lifelong
 Learning

Sustainability

Digital 
Transformation

If we:

create a space that

actively connects and

promotes the local

community

community members can be

active in the decision making

process. This will build solidarity

and social inclusion. Events and

activities will focus on participants

and be more meaningful.

are a recognised

centre for lifelong 

 learning

we can offer meaningful

programs to the  community that

promote learning for all ages and  

foster positive development.

create sustainable

practices that have

an environmental

impact and

economic viability.

we can reduce our negative

impact on the  environment,

create systems to reduce waste

which will eventually play a role

in social wellbeing.

are a centre that

embraces  new

technology and

upgrades its 

 infrastructure to

ensure ease of

accessibility

we can transform how we

operate and deliver value. We will

also promote a cultural change,

experiment and assist our

community members to keep up

with a changing world

 foster the capacity of

local enterprises and

businesses through 

 various programmes

and resources

we can create opportunities for

social enterprise and small 

 businesses to succeed with the

support of the community and

the centre. 

STRATEGIC PLAN



OUR PEOPLE
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investing in our IT infrastructure

creating a fresh new website

inviting members of the

community to observe the COM

meetings .

At its core , the Notting Hill

Neighbourhood is a not-for-profit

(registered with the ACNC) and

depends on the generosity of its

volunteers to effectively function

throughout the year .

The house is governed by a

Committee of Management (COM)

that meets on the second

Wednesday of every month to

deliberate on different aspects of

governing the NHNH . 

The COM is assisted by the part-time

staff members who plan and execute

day-to-day activities .

In the past year , the COM has made

several changes that have enabled us

to keep growing our community by : 

If you are interested in joining our

committee of management , enquire

at our office . We enjoy working with

people from different backgrounds

who are passionate about working

with the community .



TAMRA  KEATING
VICE-PRESIDENT

Tamra is a local community member who wishes to support

NHNH in building a greater presence to cater for the diverse

population of Notting Hill . Tamra is a high-performing Higher

Education executive specialising in organisational strategy ,

student recruitment and placement , academic community

development , with a value-add focus on marketing , fundraising

and event management .

COMMITEE  OF MANAGEMENT

HYMA VULPALA
PRESIDENT

Hyma is a senior information services executive working in higher

education . She is passionate about empowering communities by

supporting diversity , inclusion , cross-cultural promotion and

social cohesion . Hyma has over 20 years of experience in

Information Technology and digital industries and has gained

experience by working at all levels of government , corporate and

NFP sectors . Hyma brings skills and expertise in transformation

and has the vision to transform NHNH to meet the current and

future needs of the community by leveraging technology .
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JOSEPH NATOLI
MEMBER

Joe has worked as a teacher , Environmental Educator and small

business operator . He is now retired . Joe has been on the NHNH

Board since 2015 . He chaired the COM from 2016-2019 . As the

current and ongoing COVID crisis continues to have big

repercussions across our community - he is happy to support the

NHNH team and community as it develops strategies to

strengthen our personal connections and provide the programs

necessary in a more challenging social environment .

ANTHONY DOUGLAS
SECRETARY

Anthony is a Senior Process Engineer with HRL Technology Group

based in Mulgrave . He has a strong interest in renewable energy ,

having worked as a project engineer for the developer of

Australia ’s first Waste to Energy project , now under construction

in WA . Anthony has been a member of the NHCA COM  since

2016 and is pleased to volunteer his time and skills to support

the objectives and activities of the  NHNH
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AARON HUBKA
TREASURER

Aaron Hubka is the CEO of Polaron Language Services , based in

St Kilda . He is a qualified accountant ,  holding a number of

designations and memberships with the relevant professional

accounting bodies within Australia . Aaron has a passion for

communication and supporting diversity and multiculturalism

throughout the community of greater Melbourne . He has been a

member of the NHCA COM since Sep  2019 and is very happy to

commit his time , knowledge , skills and expertise towards the

success of  NHNH .



TANYA MARKS
MEMBER

Tanya is a local resident of the City Monash , mother of two NHNH

playgroup alumni , a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered

Accountants , and currently a facilitator for the CA Program .

Having worked in public practice , commerce , and small business , 

MICHELLE JAMES
MEMBER

Michelle is a dedicated community member in the Monash

municipality and has been a local resident since 1986 . She has

over 25 years '  experience in business development and

marketing . Michelle is Founder of AUS Career Coach and Vice

President of the Friends of the Children Foundation Inc . She is

passionate about our local communities and is looking forward to

connecting more people and businesses to NHNH .

DEB HERMAN
MEMBER

Deb is the CEO of Working Dog Productions , a media company

producing projects across all genres . She has been a member of

the NHCA COM for 2 years and has enjoyed being involved in

shaping a sustainable future for the house . 
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Tanya brings over 20 years of experience in

financial accounting , commercial contract

management , risk & business advisory to the

NHCA COM , commencing her appointment in

September this year . Tanya is passionate about

local engagement , lifelong learning , and

community actions towards sustainability .

In particular , the last 12 months watching as

staff and volunteers successfully implemented

some aspects of the communications strategy .

This has included a new website and building

the social media presence of the house across

all platforms . 



NHNH TEAM

NANDINI SENGUPTA - MANAGER
This is Nandini's second year leading the NHNH team.

Her role includes overseeing daily planning, operations,

staffing, and governance at the house. She also acts as

the liaison between the NHNH Staff, COM, community

members, and partner organisations.
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NAOMI LIM - FINANCE OFFICER
Specialising in accounts and bookkeeping, Naomi

ensures that the NHNH finances are always on track. A

dedicated worker with a keen interest in community

development, she works with many different

community organisations throughout the week. 

BINH LUONG - COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
Passionate about community engagement and

development, Binh's role includes engaging with

stakeholders, external organisations and community

members, to develop strategies and programs for each

term that serve our community. This year she launched

our very first Job Readiness Program.

RAHUL PRADHAN - ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Our newest member, Rahul is completing his Bachelor’s

degree in Zoology and is a resident of Notting Hill. In less

than a year he has become invaluable to NHNH

operations and can be found donning many hats during

the week, including as our resident photographer 

JENNY WOANG - COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR
A local resident, Jenny has grown up in Notting Hill and

even studied in the old kindergarten which is now

NHNH. Currently pursuing a Bachelor’s degree in

Commerce and Arts, she is the force behind our carefully

curated new website, posters, newsletters, and social

media presence.



XIAOYAN CHEN - 
CLEANING STAFF AND TRANSLATOR
Another local resident and long-time employee at NHNH, Yan ensures

that our premises are safe and healthy places for us to gather, especially

under present conditions.  
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NHNH TUTORS

JAN CAHILL
CALLIGRAPHY INSTRUCTOR
Jan has been teaching calligraphy for many years, and

her own personal practice has extended beyond this.

Jan has developed her own personal style and imparts

passion and dedication to all her students.

JOANNE DEVLIN
SEWING INSTRUCTOR
Joanne is patient and incredibly knowledgeable about

all things sewing. Through considerate instruction she

passes on her sewing knowledge and experience to all

her students, helping them to create beautiful sewn

crafted objects and clothing.

RICHARD KING
CODING INSTRUCTOR
Richard has been developing software professionally for

his working life and when not coding can usually be

found riding his bike. 

You can read about our tutors and other classes on our website. 

Through the course of a term we run several classes from our centre.

Some classes are run by organisation that hire out our venue and others

are hired directly by Notting Hill NH. 

https://nottinghillnh.org.au/classes/


PROJECTS &
SERVICES
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NEW WEBSITE

Despite the relatively difficult year, we were able to initiate a number of

new projects to keep our community going. Some of our favourite projects

and initiatives are listed below:

Over the course of 7 months, our team has worked hard to produce a new

website that reflects the recent changes in our management, daily

operations, and new logo. This project was led by our team member Jenny

in consultation with Deb Herman (from the NHNH COM) and in

collaboration with Walker Digital (Melbourne Website Design Team).

We are very grateful to Nick and Tri who worked with us to ensure the

design and features of the new website represent the community of

Notting Hill and NHNH. 

You can see our new website at www.nottinghillnh.org.au

http://nottinghillnh.org.au/


All through lockdown, we were

able to provide fresh bread to our

neighbours every Wednesday,

Thursday, and Friday morning at

the Neighbourhood House as a

part of our emergency food relief

activities.

All of the bread is picked up and

delivered to us by our long-time

partner, the Friends of the

Children Foundation (FotCF). We

are grateful to Shahsi Kochhar

and his team of volunteers who

organise the delivery of the bread

from bakeries such as Baker's

Deligh, Mama Bakehouse in

Pinewood among others. A thank

you to David Berry from

Sustainability Department at

Monash Council for organising the

reusable bags that we were able

to give away to our patrons.

A special mention to our

hardworking staff member Rahul

who ensured that this initiative

ran smoothly week after week all

through the year. 

Activities like these help further

our commitment to sustainability

in our neighbourhood and we are

grateful to all those who take part

in this service. 

FOOD RELIEF

https://www.friendsofthechildren.org.au/
https://www.friendsofthechildren.org.au/


The Notting Hill Street Pantry is for all our neighbours, visitors and wider

community. Everyone is welcome to grab something they will use and

drop off something they do not need. 

Our Street Pantry relies on the generosity of our community to keep the

pantry stocked up. Suggested pantry items to donate include: Canned

food, long-life milk, cooking oils, pasta, rice, canned goods, soup packets,

soap, shampoo, toothpaste etc. You can see an exhaustive list on our

website.

Ellen Frajman, founder of Mazon Australia first came up with this idea and

helped organise the build, including hiring Hillel who built the structure

from scratch and installed the pantry at the front of NHNH.

All of the materials for the Street Pantry were donated by Bunnings

Notting Hill and the City of Monash Council provided initial funding

followed by another Emergency Food Relief Grant for this project.

This pantry was brought to life by our local artists and volunteers: Sophie,

David, Carlin, Jenny, Felisha, Natasha, and Nandini. This amazing group of

talented painters came together over 3 weekends in early May 2021 to

work on this big project and could not be more proud of the end result.

We would like to extend thanks to all community groups who have

generously donated to our pantry over the last few months! If you would

like to be involved in this project, see our dedicated page for more

information, or contact us directly.

STREET PANTRY
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https://nottinghillnh.org.au/street-pantry/


WHATSAPP 
233 MEMBERS

MAILING L IST  
787 SUBSCRIBERS

FACEBOOK 
623 PAGE L IKES

INSTAGRAM
422 FOLLOWERS

SOCIAL MEDIA 
ENGAGEMENT

WHATSAPP 
COMMUNITY

In order to stay connected with our

neighbours during the first few

lockdowns, we created and promoted a

local whatsapp group  in 2020. 

In the last year the group has

organically  grown to have 200+

neighbours strong. This group has in

time been a source of joy for many!

We discuss everything from internet and

power outages, to fox sightings, sharing

veggies from gardens, to planning play

dates. If you are new here or have been

living in Notting Hill since the 50s, this

group is a place for everyone!

Lockdown  increased our reliance on

social engagement through digital

mediums

 Having a dedicated

Communications Coordinator who

ensures regular and relevant content

Our social media presence has grown

considerably in the last two years. and

we have been able to connect with

neighbours who may not have known

about us otherwise. This increase can be

attributed to:

1.

2.
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JOB READINESS PROGRAM

In the last year, we witnessed how COVID 19 could affect the employment

of many Australians. We partnered with Michelle James from AUS Career

Coach to host a free five-session program in October and November to

help those who are looking for new employment. This program was

delivered online due to COVID-19 state restrictions.

Over the course of the program, our participants learned to identify the

different job markets and their requirements, how to make themselves

more visible in their industry of choice, as well as practicing how to

interview potential employers. 

All our participants will be able to meet face to face for the first time on

the 13th of Nov, 2021 for our graduation ceremony. We hope that the

network they created over the last month will assist them in their journey

and eventually guide them to the career of their choice.

Thank you Binh for planning, leading and hosting each session every week!
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POSTCARDS

We know that not everyone is 

 comfortable using technology. We

also know that those who were

not being able to connect with

others digitally during the

lockdowns were at a higher risk of

loneliness and depression.

In order to reach more neighbours

we designed and dropped off two

postcard in the last two years.

After each postcard drop-off we

witnessed a rise in the number of

people who reached out to us via

phone calls, WhatsApp and in

person at NHNH.

Thank you Jenny for creating these

iconic postcards!
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CALLIGRAPHY WORKSHOP 101

After postponing this session for the greater part of the 2021 we finally

held a free Calligraphy Workshop at Notting Hill Neighbourhood House on

10th July 2021. Big thanks to our tutor extraordinaire – Jan Cahill. 

We had 10 lovely participants, from ages 8 – 80. Thank you everyone who

came for the class. We are glad you had a great time and hope to see you

again very soon!

We are are proud stockists of Escabags. If you know someone who is

trying to leave an abusive home, ask them to contact us for assitance.

https://escabags.org/what-are-escape-bags/


OUR EVENTS

CHRISTMAS 

We were lucky to be able to squeeze in a handful of celebrations at NHNH

in brief window when we did were not living under restrictions.  We were

joined by the wider community in celebrating:
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Last year's Community Christmas

with Carols was a big celebration

with music and laughter all around! 

It was lovely seeing so many of the

neighbours at the house for an

event for the first time after a hard

year of many COVID-19 lockdowns! 

A big thank you to everyone who

joined us, our two amazing carolers

Phillip and Ken, and of course, all of

the friendly staff and volunteers

that helped put the day together!



LUNAR NEW YEAR
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We had so much fun hosting a Chinese/Lunar New Year Celebration - the

Year of the Ox - on 13th March 2021! Thank you to everyone who joined us.

Despite it being a rainy afternoon a number of our neighbours made the

trek to our neighbourhood House. 

We had a Chinese cooking demonstration followed by a lip-smacking

feast organised by community chef Jenny Chua and her incredible team

of volunteers. Dinner was followed by a mesmerising performance by the

Hung Hing Lion Dance Association. 

We want to extend our thanks to all our staff and volunteers who worked

very hard behind the scenes for weeks to ensure we had a smooth and

successful event (after rescheduling the event several times due to COVID-

19 lockdowns in 2020).

We are so grateful for all the loving and inspiring people we meet through

our events. We look forward to celebrating with all of you again soon.

Click here to see photos of the event.

https://nottinghillnh.org.au/lunar-chinese-new-year/


SINHALESE AND TAMIL  NEW YEAR

NEIGHBOURHOOD DAY 

We celebrate our first Sinhala and Tamil New Year at Notting Hill

Neighbourhood House on Sunday the 18th of April. Sinhala and Tamil New

Year is a Sri Lankan holiday that celebrates the traditional New Year of the

Sinhalese people in Sri Lanka.

The event began with the traditional lighting of the oil lamp, followed by a

short video documentary (explaining the cultural holiday) and a

captivating Sri-Lankan dance. 

Before everyone feasted on the delicious home-cooked Sri-Lankan food,

we played a series of fun games, including Kana Mutti Bindeema

(Breaking Pots), Banis Kaema (Donut Eating Contest), Spoon and Lime

race, and Tug of War!

A big thank you to local neighbours Ramona, Layani, Menik, Pasi, Vidu, and

Natasha for coming together for many weeks to organise this wonderful

event. Well done team!

Click here to see photos of the event.

On 27th of March, 2021 we invited our neighbours for a Neighbour Day

Morning Get Together. It was lovely to meet and chat with many new and

familiar faces in the Notting Hill community.

We are stronger when we are connected! Neighbour Day is Australia’s

annual celebration of community, encouraging people to connect with

their neighbours. Thank you to everyone who joined us and helped create

more memories at NHNH.

Click here to see photos of the event.
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CLASSES 
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At Notting Hill Neighbourhood House, we offer a wide range of fun classes

and programs for the whole community to enjoy! 

Unfortunately, this year due to zoom fatigue within the community we

were not able to transition all of our classes online.

However with the recent easing of restrictions we look forward to having

all our tutor and facilitators back at the center for the last 6 weeks of the

term.

CALLIGRAPHY 

STITCH AND SEW 

CODING FOR KIDS

YOGA WITH RASHMI

YOGA AND PILATES 

TECH 101

ZUMBA

Classes that are coming back in

term 4, 2021 include:

You can find out more about our

classes and tutors on our website.

BUSY BODIES - PRE-KINDER

BABY SENSORY

POTTERY 

ART THERAPY WITH RASHMI

YOUNG MUM'S WALKING GROUP

In 2022 we aim to get the remainder

(and some new) classes/social groups

up and running, which will include

If there is a class that you would like

to avail or teach at NHNH, get in

touch with us!

https://nottinghillnh.org.au/classes/


PRESIDENT'S
REPORT 

HYMA VULAPALA

Welcome everyone to our 2021 Annual General Meeting, for those who are

new my name is Hyma Vulpala and I am currently President of Notting Hill

Neighbourhood Community Association (NHCA). It’s always a pleasure to

see our neighbours, partners and community collaborators at our AGM. 

We are very lucky to have a dedicated hard working Board who strives to

ensure the sound financial management of the house. The Board gives

generously of their time and talents to support our community. 

As we all know COVID disruption continued most of 2020 - 2021 and

Melbourne is the longest lockdown city in the world. Despite the number

of restrictions and snap lockdowns we have experienced, the NHNH team

has achieved some great outcomes for the house on many fronts. 

As many of you are aware that Notting Hill is rapidly changing its

landscape with diverse communities, we reflected on our activities, gaps

and opportunities to strengthen the house to evolve with the changing

needs of the community. The NHNH team is at the forefront in adopting

new ways of working by leveraging technological advancements in staying

connected with our community throughout the period. 

We have taken this opportunity to work comprehensively and diligently to

ensure our future plans are of the highest quality. I sincerely thank all

members of the Board for their support and guidance on behalf of our

community. 
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A five year strategic plan of the house 

Migrating to cloud to equip our staff and board work remotely 

Improving our security measures to ensure we protect our customer

data, privacy 

Uplifting our policies and procedures to uplift governance 

Equipped our staff with the latest technology to deliver their role

responsibilities effectively 

Social media strategy to increase our reach and build membership

base 

Launched our new website to improve user experience 

Digitised the NHNH house operations 

Create new and strengthen existing partnerships 

Capital Development Plans by working with the council which are

pivotal to the development of any future refurbishments of the

building, gardens and play areas of the house and many more 

We have undertaken a number of initiatives and delivered successfully,

including 

I would like to applaud our volunteers, partners, staff, and the board for

their commitment and excellence which is reflected in achieving

excellent outcomes. Volunteers, staff, you are the backbone of our house –

please be proud of your achievements, you are a reflection of the

excellence we inspire within our community. We thank each of you for

your dedication and commitment - our house is truly privileged to have

your individual talents. 

It has been an absolute pleasure working closely with many of you in the

last 24 months. I take this opportunity to thank you for giving me this

opportunity to serve the house and i will be stepping down as a president

and from the board to focus on my family commitments. 

We look forward to welcoming new members Tanya and other board

members to our committee at this AGM. 

Thank you,

Hyma Vulpala 
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TREASURER'S
REPORT 

AARON HUBKA
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State Gov NHCP $86,909.17

Monash Operational $9,716.98 and 

Other grants $8,520.00

JobKeeper program higher by $47,100.00. 

Grant income higher by $14,052.16

Real income for FY2021 down ($1,559.65) against other revenue

compared to FY2020

NHCA incurred an operating surplus of $46,703.21 in (FY2021), a significant

increase compared to the previous year’s performance which resulted in a

surplus of $16,712.03 for (FY2020).

Total income for the Financial Year 2021 is $201,646.70. Primarily driven by:

1. Grants: $105,146.15 

2. Hall Hire: $12,033.50

Generated by leasing NHNH hall to various groups and individuals

3. Class Fees: $4,522.00

Generated through various activities, and classes run by NHNH

4. Fundraising: $622.00

Raised through various events organized by NHNH

5. JobKeeper Program: $78,600.00

Continued federal wage subsidy allocated to businesses affected by

COVID-19 pandemic

Overall income for FY2021 is up by $59,592.96 compared to FY2020.

Primarily driven by:



Higher overall general expenses ($8,070.99)

Higher Payroll Expenses ($48,740.89)

Wages & Salaries Expenses ($16,438.76)

Additional Staff Allowances Paid – lower (First Aid) $1,065.45

Portable Long Service Leave Increase ($181.89)

JobKeeper Attributable Wage Payments ($31,350.97)

Work Cover Premiums ($481.66)

Travel Expenses lower $114.35

Superannuation Expenses ($1,467.41)

Increased Bank Balances of $49,170.10

Total Operating Expenses for FY2021 are up by ($55,949.78) compared to

FY2020. Primarily driven by:

Total Assets closing balance for FY2021 was $125,996.03 compared to the

closing balance of $76,825.93 for FY2020 (an increase of $49,170.10). 

Key drivers for the increase in this position are:

NHCA’s Net Financial Position shows a significantly higher closing Total

Equity value for FY2021 of $110,060.66 compared to the closing FY2020

figure of $63,357.45 (an increase of $46,703.21).

The NHCA Committee of Management would like to extend its thanks and

gratitude to all of the staff, volunteers, helpers, and associates who have

worked tirelessly over the last financial year (and continue to do so), to

ensure the continued success and stability of the house, in the wake of

many challenges and difficult times during 2021. We look forward to

resuming normal operations and activities at the house in the very near

future for all community members to explore and enjoy.

Best Regards,

Aaron Hubka
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FINANCIAL AUDIT
REPORT
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PROFIT  & LOSS
STATEMENT
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BALANCE SHEET
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MANAGER'S  
REPORT 

Establish a street pantry for our neighbourhood 

Offer fresh bread as a part of our emergency food relief  services

Stay connected with the community through social media

Offer emergency support as required, such as connecting vaccine

certificates with services Victoria app

Create awareness about vaccines and other practices to keep our

community safe

Supporting the elderly in our neighbourhood by helping them access

Ipads and routers through the NIECH network

Assisting eligible households to apply for $250 power saving bonus 

Piloting an online Job Readiness Program in partnership with AUS

Career Coach

This has been a difficult and challenging time for us all and a year of loss

for many. My heart goes out to those who lost loved ones during this time

and were unable to say their final goodbyes.

Looking back we began this year full of optimism and excitement for what

we could offer our community. But we quickly realised that our best-laid

plans were not going to come to fruition. We were lucky to be able to host

the Chinese New Year and Neighbourhood Day in the early part of 2021

before we had to suspend classes, events and activities at the center till

Nov 2021.

In am very proud of my team, given the way we were able to act quickly to

meet the challenges as they arose. We continued to update and follow

through on our COVID safe plan guided by our Committee of

Management (COM) and regular team meetings. 

In this unusual year some of the things that we were able to do well were:
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NANDINI SENGUPTA



Thank you to our COM members for their support throughout the year.

The varied skillsets and professional experiences you bring ensure that our

monthly meetings are robust and efficient, This in turn has ensured that

NHNH operations stay on track despite the unpredictable state of events.

Hyma, we wish you all the best in your future endeavours!

A big thank you to Naomi, Jenny, Rahul and Binh for putting in all the

time and effort through this year. Your individual talents have helped

shape our community this year. All of you know how integral you are to

the NHNH team. 

Thank you to all our lovely neighbours (way too many to list) whom I have

gotten to know over the course of the year. The resilience, generosity and

thoughtfulness of our neighbourhood is an absolute privilege to witness. 

Finally, thank you Colin Bostock and Kate Bolaffi from Monash Council,

Nikki Maddern from NIECH, and members of the neighbourhood house

network like Jill Hitchcock (Alameinnlc) and Carol Berger (PNH) for

patiently answering all my questions. We are definitely stronger together! 

I look forward to working with all of you again next year. 

Warm regards,

Nandini Sengupta
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OUR PARTNERS
The Notting Hill Neighbourhood House , its staff , volunteers , and

the Committee of Management would like to acknowledge and

thank the City of Monash for its co-operation and support , and

the Department of Families, Fairness and Housing for its

financial support . 

Organisations that we love partnering with include :
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NOTES FROM OUR
NEIGHBOURS
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Thank you Nandini and Rahul. I was so stressed trying to link the

vaccination certificate to medicare. My case was quite complicated. They

were so helpful, patient, kind and understanding. They are AMAZING!

I am so relieved and happy. We are so fortunate to have such caring and

INCREDIBLE people in our community.

- Ruth

Can I say big thank you to all of the wonderful neighbours who provided

trick or treating last night. I’ve lived here a long time and this was by far

the best year yet. So many houses got involved and we really enjoyed the

effort, especially with the decorations. The Westerfield drive house was

great! Every kid (and parent) that came to my place was friendly and

thankful for their treat. So thanks, I felt a great sense of community last

night! ��                                      - Janine

I love our community and sharing all the fabulous and wonderful people

and things in it. Thank you all for being such an awesome community.

- Kath

We had the best lockdown thanks to this street library. My daughter and I

spent our days blissfully happy with an unending number of books.

- Usha



If you wish to support Notting Hill Neighbourhood

House (NHNH) through donations , in-kind support , or

project partnerships , please contact us at

(03) 9561 0114
nhoffice@nottinghillnh.org.au

Notting Hill Community Association Inc. 
(Reg. No. A0049916G)

@NOTT INGHILLNH

WWW .NOTT INGHILLNH .ORG .AU

mailto:nhoffice@nottinghillnh.org.au
http://www.nottinghillnh.org.au/

